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Our services
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Cycling activities
Cycling for all ages and abilities: From group rides, to cycle lessons, to fun for kids. 
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Courses & qualifications
Practical workshops and industry-accredited courses to take your skills to the next level!
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For employers
Lead the way to a greener future. Support and subsidies for cycle-friendly organisations.
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Bike workshops
From cycle repairs - to quality, refurbished bikes. We keep Bristol and Derby moving!
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Support
Experiencing barriers on your cycling journey? From bike vouchers to bursaries, we can help.
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For educators
Empower the next generation! Cycling for schools, colleges and universities







About us
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Our mission
Find out who we are and what makes us tick
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Our charity
Our projects boost well-being, skills & community connections
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Meet our team
Get to know the people who keep the wheels turning
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Blog
Catch up on the latest from us -and the people we work with
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Get in touch
We're here to help and answer any questions you may have







Donate
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Oops! 404

This page is either missing or not what you were hoping for. Sorry about that! Hope you find your way again soon.
Cycle back home









Subscribe to our newsletter
Sign up to stay up to date on our activities and charitable work.

Email Address
By subscribing you agree to our Privacy Policy 



Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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0117 353 4580


hello@lifecycle.org.uk

What we do

Cycling activitiesCourses and qualificationsBike workshopsBike discountsFor employersFor educators
About us

Our missionVolunteering and JobsContact us
Follow us




Facebook



Instagram



Twitter



LinkedIn
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